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D eveloping countries set the pace for world economic growth during the
past two decades, but the gap between leaders and laggards grew wider. While

some of the most heavily populated countries saw incomes rise, others experi-
enced further deterioration in living standards, often linked to political and

social upheavals.
Low- and middle-income economies with the strongest growth rates were

generally characterized by:

* Commitment to improved policy environments in terms of domestic macro-
economic management and economic liberalization.
* Open door policies toward foreign trade and foreign investment, which
contributed to closer integration with the global economy.
* Strong growth of the service sector and expanding trade in services.

* A decreasing share of central government expenditure in GDP.
The indicators presented in this section document the patterns of eco-

nomic growth over 1980-96. (Long-terrn changes, back to 1965, are shown in
tables 1.4 and 1.5.) Tables 4a and 4b provide current estimates and projections

of major macroeconomic aggregates through 2000. Tables 4c and 4d provide
recent, highly preliminary estimates of major macroeconomic aggregates for
selected developing countries.

Recent economic developments
Starting from a 30-year low of 2 percent in the early 1990s, the pace of world

economic expansion quickened to closer to 3 percent a year in 1996-97, simi-
lar to growth rates achieved during the 1980s. Developing countries, exclud-
ing Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, achieved GDP increases of

more than 5 percent. Low- and middle-income economies in East Asia (includ-
ing China) made the largest gains, averaging more than 10 percent a year,
though progress slackened in the mid-1990s because of flagging exports and,
more recently, the financial crisis that struck several of the fastest-growing Asian
economies. In South Asia growth accelerated to more than 6 percent in 1996
from 4.5 percent in the previous five years, but growth slowed in India and

Pakistan in 1997 wvhile picking up in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
Foreign trade expansion enabled Latin America and the Caribbean to

maintain growth rates of more than 3 percent a year through the 1990s, almost
twice the increase achieved duriiig the 1980s. Argentina, Mexico, and Peru all



showed increasing economic growth in 1997 and, particularly ing in Sub-Saharan Africa grew bv more than 3 percenit after a
Mexico, large increases in exports. Chile's growth declined decade of retrenchment in the 1980s. but domestic savings rates
slightly but remained above average. remained below world averages (tables 4.8 and 4.9).

Merchandise trade in the Middle East and North Africa has * Inflation wos kept tow. Rates of'inflation accelerated worldwide in
helped to underpin GDP growth of about 3 percent a vear since the 1990s compared with the 1980s. Against this background, devel-
1991, compared with increases below 1 percent a year in the 1980s. oping countries that managed to keep inflationary pressures under
However, the region's growth rate barely kept up with population control mostly achieved better-than-average GDP growth rates
increases and remains far below the annual gains recorded 20 and (tables 4.1 and 4.15).
30 years ago. Preliminary 1997 data show mixed results, with Egypt
and Lebanon posting above-average grow-th but Morocco declining. A global service ecorc my

Prospects for the long-underperforming Sub-Saharan Africa Service industries increased their share of the worldl economy due-
region brightened when GDP growth of almost 4 percent was ing the pasttwo decades, while the relative shares of agricllure and
achieved in 1996, resulting in a real increase in per capita incomes. industry shrank in most developing regions. Compar-ed wvith about
Preliminary 1997 data for Ghana, Nigeria, and South Africa show 55 percent in 1980. this sector contributed almost two-thirds of
positive but modest growth rates. global GDP in 1996, and one-fifth of the value of world exports.

Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union experienced a Developing countries' exports of sernices grew at an average annual
sharp decline in growth during the first half of the 1990s-more rate of 12 percent in the 1990s, mice as fast as those from industrial
than 20 percent a year in some cases. By 1996 the downtrend had regions (World Bank 1997b, p. 11). Services also absorb an increas-
slowed markedly, particularly in those countries that allowed the ing share of household consumption expenditures in developing
market economy to replace failing state enterprises and inflexible countries. New estimates of purchasing power parities (PPPs) show
trading regimes. Growth was still negative for the region as a whole, that services typically account for between one-third anl onre-half of
but the annual rate of decline had fallen to 2 percent, from an aver- household consumption. Within individual countries low-income
age of almost 8 percent in the preceding five vears. In Russia pre- groups spend as large a share of their budgets on services as do the
liminary estimates for 1997 show no real decrease in the economy better off, but generally pay less for the services that they buy (tables
and a modest increase in exports. 4.10 and 4.11).

Some aspects of growth in developing economies stand out: While production by multinational firms is becomiing increas-
* Service sectors expanded rapidly and increased their share of total out- ingly important in manufacturing, the impact of global service
put. The growth of service activities in East Asia and the Pacific was industries in developing countries is still small, concentrated in
three times the world average in the 1990s. South Asia experienced finance, communications, and leisure industries. Even so. dereg7u-
similar growth. In Latin America and the Caribbean services lation and the opening of sectors such as telecomrmtinications and
account for more than half of total output and continue to grow utilities to foreign investors are speeding the process of globaliza-
faster than the rest of the economy (tables 4.1 and 4.2). Since 1980 tion (World Bank 1997b, p. 39). Rec ent experiences in low-and mid-
low- and middle-income countries, particularly in Europe and dle-income countries of the former Soviet Union have shown that
Central Asia, have increased their share of fast-growing world the process can put considerable pressure on domestic prices. As
exports of services from 15 to almost 20 percent (tables 4.6 and 4.7). subsidies and regulatory controls are eliminated, public services are
* Trade grew faster than GDP: but the pace sackened. Since the 1980s required to become more efficient and cost-effective, particularly in
export growth has exceeded the expansion of world output. In 1996 capitalintensive sectors like housing, utilities, arid transportation.
weakness in inidustrial country import dernianid, die recernt dollar- In 17of22ofthesecouiiirics,iiicludiing Russia, the -ise in cinlsuymer

appreciation (which affected the competitiveness of exporting prices for services far exceeded the overall rate of inflation during
countries with currencies linked to the dollar), and lower prices for 1996. The increases were attributable partly to the process of con-
certain commodities and semimanufactured goods all played a part vergence with the prices prevailing in market economn trading part-
in slowing world trade growvth to 4 percent. Developing countries ners, and partlv to the direct impact of prices set by subsidiaries of
did better than the rest of the world: in East Asia merchandise tade multinational companies for services ranging from fast foocd to oil
expanded atan average annual rate of 17 percent during the 1990s. prospecting expertise. Adjustments in domestic prices i rIl1v Luill

Exports of both goods and services grew to the equivalent of 30 per- these external influences have pushed up overall inflation rates, par-
cent of GDP, about twice the 1980 ratio. South Asian export earn- ticularly in the early stages of transition from central control to mar-
ings also grewfaster than average. Latin America and the Caribbean ket economy systems (IMF 1997b. p. 109).
managed double-digit increases after a decade of stagnation (tables
4.4 and 6.2). Prospects for growvtl in 9-200 3
* Increases in domestic savings helped to boost investment. Here again The buoyant growth of developing couII tries in the past fewYears-
the East Asia region, particularly China, stood out for its strong sav- reflected in tables 4c and 4d and in many of the tables throughout
ings and investment performance. Private sector failures caused by the VVorldDevelopm.ea2tIndicatos.-wvas interrupted by the outbreak of
unsound banking practices and overinvested propertv sectors led to the financial crisis in East Asia during the middle of 1997. By the
serious liquidityproblems in some of the region's "tiger" economies end of theyear four developing Asian economies had been severely
in 1997, with worldwide financial repercussions. Investment spend- affected-Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines. and Tilailand-
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along with the Republic of Korea, which only recently graduated to
the high-income category. The immediate effects of the crisis were
a severe devaluation of currencies, a drop in stock market values, External environment for developing country growth

and a sharp decline in gross capital flows. In varying degrees, the cri- . r:. IE..-

sis in Asia has affected confidence in other developing countries- Curremt Projection

especially where investors perceive weaknesses in banking systems estimate

or risks in growing short-term debt and overvalued currencies. The 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

result is a reduction in expected short-term growth rates for devel- LhF CI .,.rt , ..1.. -.i 3 . .' ' 

oping countries, and a much greater degree ofuncertainty over the ; .,.,., i or .. cjiun 1 . . e ;

course of the next three years. ,. ' c:, ,

Nevertheless, the economic environment facing developing F

countries remains generally favorable (see table 4a). G-7 inflation .: -are I:, ;.: ,., , . ; - -l -:

and international interest rates are expected to remain relatively t.-ICCWirii nsc. 19 . I-11i !; )

low. The strong growth ofworld trade characterizing the growth of - I .a. 1 - - : l 1 -

the mid-1990s is likely to continue, although the prices of many s C v x) e. e :. 1:-. thelUnitedKingdom,andtheUnited

commodities, especially oil, are expected to fall in the near term, ,ights.
causing a decline in the terms of trade for many developing coun- L .-;1*- ! .. E --1.

tries. Continuing growth in the United States and Europe will stim- n Si I iii.
: In,l ,- ,. .-- . n ,r r.uj I;.:1 . -C rl .Ir s.., - i.:. I.er I..c..na..urra:.

ulate demand for exports, especially from countries that have , . I-I J.-.IV,F'

undergone real exchange rate depreciation. Japan's stalled recov- . :,,; e 3.-i -

ery, and its effect on otherAsian economies, is the major uncertainty
in the G-7 outlook.

If the reform programs and financial restructurings under-
taken in the wake of the Asian financial crisis are successful,
growth of the developing countries should rebound after a
period of adjustment in 1998 (see table 4b). The regions most
affected-East Asia (excluding China) and Latin America-will
see sharply reduced growth in 1998, but will substantially recover
by 1999. Capital flows will resume as confidence is restored. The
prospects for other regions are tied less to events in Asia and
depend more on continuing progress in macroeconomic man- Growth of world GDP. 1996-2000

agement, trade liberalization, and political stability. In South Asia
current account deficits have generally been small, real exchange Current Projeeftion

rates have been stable, and the banking system is less exposed to estimnate
short-term debt. With continuing economic reform, though 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

politically difficult, growth is expected to pick up to an average . . . .

of 6 percent in 1998-2000. The Middle East and North Africa will L 3*.,) S.. , Js - .n , onn s iS 4(i .id f 

be more acutely affected by a decline in oil prices. Growth at near - i J. l, E., r.,n.e. :- ,,r, f 2 a 2

the levels achieved in 1996 depends in large part on the success Essl ,533 i,O 1E P3 r,.: 5 7. 62 r. 7
of diversified exporters such as Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, -I:.. , 
Morocco, Tunisia, and Syria. Despite the improved performance E.A.: .- 3r, Ier's C i j ; 3 0 1) 51

of many countries and increased attractiveness to private ;,-,, , Sri I,V,,Ii.e3n 3 4 2 - 2

investors, the region faces many challenges and is subject to sig- r ,, l-E l ; i- . -- *. 

nificant downside risk. In Sub-Saharan Africa growth is expected :-r., i, .i,rs a _ .2 J 5

to improve despite declining terms of trade, uncertain capital
Source: r. ] t,53,1 I 3I i-

flows, and possible extreme weather patterns. In Europe and
Central Asia the effects of the Asian crisis appear to have been
short-lived, but large or rising current account deficits and frag-
ile domestic financial systems expose a number of countries to
further risk. Growth in the region is strongly tied to recovery in
Western Europe and expanding trade.

Note: Preliminary 1997 macroeconomic aggregates are estimates prepared by WAorld

Bank staffand are subject to revision. The projections for 1998-2000 were prepared by

the staff of the Development Prospects Group as part of their work on Globbal conomic

Prospects and theDeveloping Countnes 1998 (forthcoming).
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Nominal International Money Merchandise Merchandise IFC Emerging
exchange rate reserves supply (M2) exports imports Market index

units of local currency per $

Q1 96 Q4 97 Q3 97 Q4 97 Q4 97 Q4 97
1.0 $51 billion $219 billion $13.3 billion $16.8 billion 457.4

Brazil

Q4 97 Q1 96 Q1 96 Ql 96 Q1 96 Q1 96
1.1 $53.8 billion $190 billion $10.3 billion $11.5 billion 343.0

Q1 96 Q4 97 Q3 97 Q3 97 Q3 97 Ql 96
2,337.0 $16.7 billion $323 trillion $14 billion $10.4 bililon 123.1

Indonesia

Q4 97 Ql 96 Ql 96 Ql 96 Q1 96 Q4 97
4,650.0 $15.1 billion $228 trillion $11.2 billion $9.6 billion 51.3

Q1 96 Ql 96 Q3 97 Q4 97 Q4 97 Q1 96
782.7 $33.4 billion $198 trillion $37.0 billion $34.5 billion 122.2

Korea, Rep.

Q4 97 Q4 97 Q1 96 Q1 96 Q1 96 Q4 97
1,695.8 $20.4 billion $152 trillion $31.5 billion $35.7 billion 36.3

Q1 96 Q397 Q3 96 Q3 97 Q3 97 Q4 97
2.5 $22.3 billion $227 billion $20.4 billion $19.9 billion 728.2

Malaysia | /

Q4 97 Q1 96 Q1 96 Ql 96 Ql 96 Q196
3.9 $23.6 billion $210 billion $18.6 billion $19.1 billion 493.9

Q1 96 Q4 97 Q3 97 Q2 97 Q2 97 Ql 96
7.5 $28.1 billion $802 billion $16.5 billion $18.8 billion 298.9

Mexico

Q497 Q1 96 Ql 96 Q1 96 Q1 96 Q4 97
8.1 $16.9 billion $595 billion $13.9 billion $13.9 billion 108.1

Q1 96 Q3 97 Q3 97 Q3 97 Q3 97 Q4 97
26.2 $9.6 billion $1.3 trillion $6.5 billion $10.2 billion 121.3

Philippines

Q4 97 Q1 96 Q1 96 Q1 96 Q1 96 Ql 96
35.4 $7.2 billion $990 billion $4.6 billion $7.9 billion 280.6

Q1 96 Q1 96 Q3 97 Q4 97 Q1 96 Ql 96
25.2 $38.1 billion $4.1 trillion $14.5 billion $19.5 billion 390.2

Thailand

Q4 97 Q4 97 Q196 Q96 Q3 97 Q4 97
47.2 $25.8 billion S3.4 trillion $14.1 billion $15.2 billion 58.9

Source: International Monetary Fund, Internatonal Finance Statistics Database; nternationa Finance Corporat on. Emerg ng Markets Database.
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The external environment for developing countries remains favorable In 1998, but growth was interrupted by the

financial crisis in East Asia

East Asia East Asia and Latin America
and 1he Pacific the Pacific excl. China Europe and Central Asia and the Caribbean
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World inflation and interest rates will remain low and stable
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Gross domestic I Exports of goods Imports of goods GDP deflator Current account Gross international
product and services and services balance reserves

1996 1997 1996m1997 997 1996 1997 1996 1997 rn~JonS conths
average annual average annual average annual of import

% growth % growth % growth % growth % of GDP 9$ 96llons coverage
1996 1997 1996 1997 "996 1997 1996 1997 11996 1997 1997 1997

4.4 7.8 8.6 7.3 10.0 29.6 0.5 0.7 -1.4 -3.7 25,668 7.0

Bangladesh 5.3 5.7 10.6 23.0 16.9 9.7 5.6 2.0 -5.1 -2.7 1,719 2.6

Er;:,l 2.9 3.9 6.1 14.7 5.9 24.3 15.8 7.2 -3.2 -4.2 55.110 6.6

Bulgaria -9.0 -7.4 -8.7 8.3 -7.8 8.6 113.6 997.7 -0.2 1.8 2,425 4.5

r r.. i,t 7.2 5.6 3.9 7.6 8.2 5.0 7.0 6.5 -3.9 -3.7 18,891 9.9

China 9.9 9.0 8.3 24.1 7.8 7.2 5.9 2.5 0.9 2.2 145,988 10.2

c.ui.:.rnr.,.w 2.0 3.0 4.4 5.9 3.0 5.6 17.7 19.8 -5.6 -5.3 10,095 5.5

Cote d'lvoire 5.9 6.3 24.1 0.3 21.2 6.7 3.5 3.1 -1.9 -9.4 724 1.6

Ecuad.:.r 1.9 3.3 3.6 7.2 2.2 12.7 29.5 31,2 1.5 -1.1 2,086 3.8

Egypt, Arab Rep. 5.0 5.0 8.4 0.5 6.4 7.9 9.1 6.2 0.7 -0.3 19,147 10.3

Chrnn 5.0 3.0 19.8 -5.5 12.5 0.2 33.3 29.6 -5.1 -7.3 473 2.3

Hungary 1.3 4.0 7.4 21.4 5.7 19.9 20.4 17.1 -3.8 -3.3 9,249 4.5

India 7.5 6.1 7.5 9.1 5.7 10.1 7.0 7.0 -1.1 -1.5 28,497 5.3

Indonesia 7.6 3.5 6.3 7.7 9.6 -0.1 8.7 13.5 -3.7 -2.6 18.476 4.4

-1.7 -1.0 1.0 -1.9 5.7 1.5 24.4 12.0 -1.9 -4.4 810 2.5

Jordan 5.2 5.0 12.2 4.3 15.7 4.0 5.1 4.0 -3.1 -2.6 2,743 5.4

pcr.', 4.3 2.0 13.3 -3.4 5.8 7.2 9.6 12.5 -0.8 -2.0 763 2.5

Lithuania 3.6 3.6 3.6 6.5 3.6 4.2 26.1 12.3 -9.3 -7.6 1.178 2.8

>.lCia. tx 8.0 7.3 10.7 7.6 8.5 6.9 8.2 2.9 -5.2 -4.5 21.700 3.5

Mauritius 6.1 5.5 6.1 5.8 5.8 5.4 6.0 5.0 0.4 -2.3 1,026 4.2

Mexico 5.9 6.9 -18.9 13.0 -16.6 18.8 30.8 17.4 -0.6 -1.6 27,581 2.4

Morocco 11.5 -2.2 6.3 2.8 -3.9 6.2 2.3 3.0 -1.7 -2.6 4,367 4.2

r1, :,, 3.5 3.3 15.9 7.4 14.4 7.8 31.0 8.8 9.7 3.2 7,040 6.4

Pakistan 4.6 3.5 2.0 -6.2 13.6 -3.1 11.3 11.4 -6.5 -6.0 1,964 1.4

Peru 2.8 6.5 10.1 12.7 0.2 9.6 9.4 9.0 -5.9 -5.5 7,093 6.9

Philippines 5.7 5.1 20.3 8.9 21.1 8.7 9.0 7.0 -4.5 -4.5 8,800 2.0

w.--j l 15.9 6.0 9.8 12.2 23.6 19.0 18.6 14.1 -2.4 -4.1 21,030 6.0

Russian Federation -4.9 0.0 -2.0 2.2 -1.6 4.6 45.5 18.0 2.6 0.9 25,721 3.3

Si.:, l. -vr,r,- 6.7 5.5 -1.6 6.8 18.5 1.3 5.8 5.5 -11.0 -8.6 3,719 3.4

South Africa 3.3 2.3 7.8 6.0 7.5 5.9 8.2 8.0 -1.6 -1.9 3,595 1.2

SI, LarI 3 3.8 6.0 3.9 3.0 2.8 8.6 10.9 9.5 -4.7 -5.1

Thailand 6.4 0.4 2.4 3.4 2.8 -7.8 5.1 6.0 -7.9 -2.6 23,000 4.3

Tr,ra;, .no T.t .: 3.2 2.9 -7.7 4.0 -2.4 2.9 4.1 5.7 1.7 -0.6 396 1.7

Tunisia 7.0 5.7 0.5 5.2 -2.9 6.9 4.4 3.6 -2.7 -2.6 2,612 3.2

l,>' #6.7 6.5 21.7 14.8 19.0 14.6 78.3 85.0 -0.8 -2.4 30,721 6.2

Venezuela -1.6 5.7 4.3 7.0 -5.9 19.4 111.4 .. 13.1 7.7 21,601 12.8

Zimbabwe 7.3 4.5 12.2 -4.4 8.1 1.3 23.0 23.5 -2.1 -3.7 399 1.4

Note: Data for 1997 are preliminary.
Source: World Bank staff estimates.
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Nominal exchange rate Real effective Money and Gross Real Interest Short-
exchange rate quasi money domestic credit rate term

debt

local
currency units average annual average annual % Of

per $ % change 1990 =100 % growth 96 growth 96 9 exports
1997 1996 1997 ±.996 :1997 1996 1997 1996 1997 1996 1.997 1996

E;r.r:Iviz:r 46.6 42 71 10.6 1>7 11 136~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 60 lIt 2.8

1.1 .~~~~~~~~~ . c.e i&t 11'..' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 7.4 ss 

em:;.'; :.: 7K fec it e I Si.' I ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4 14.4

44 >5 1236 1.33-i 1Ž6 1~~~~~~~I.1.? -iC' 1 3.1I 9.7 T 6 36 1
r r i 5 ~ ~ -g ~ ''SC 14 36 4 14.1

1:031 16 CE'S 1439 13>5 ~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~2.14 615 26 ICli .7 12

.>., -, QC. t~~~~~~~~~7 7K-I dC 3d ~~~~~~87.3
:3:9 r' ns aŽi '16.6 ~~~~~ ~~~1371: E 341' C.3 -16C1 194 A 0

Es MAr. Pr 3 .' -'.' I ''K' 1K' 6 11 .3 13 14 *' *: 11.8~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~O 1.

211 326 ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~201,2 .3

H I~~~~~~~i3 I.' K 1C 6.

loLa :4': 21 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7.1 6 1)7 6 61 128E

-4.~~~~~~~ C. ~17 1 915 '> '7 211 55.3

J ~~~~~~n! -3K .7Ic' 176 26 ' 66I5

636 I C1.i 13 6 6: 7 UK 1.- 17$

.1) n'.'.' '.' ' -3:' -1-I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~24.9 -3.6 1.9 3.8

U jl C.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 1K'9' .1 C 11.

If r 0 9 p- '. : .K f 15.3

27 . 262 L 424 4 

1~ 17 1 3'. 20.1. 1 4-1 '11 :. 23.6

Pe ru 2 7 12' 4337 2' *1O5. 15C2 1 93 7930

Foi ar,.d ( 11 1 29 2 6. -. 02

jn F~~.J~ C -'I" C Ž Ki 3 C' A 6 3.' 33 1.

1'.aI 1
0

rOut'I'C ~~~~~~~7:i1.3 2 6 0 1.44 C, S

ArrnF;c 43 ' . . 15 4 ' :' 4 03 5

i-am 3 --(1 7 : I'S 1 1 -1-, 7 6 .1 -

Tnr.,i;j ;rIr. '93 3. 1 62 4 5 I ¶1- 6% 8 9

T,,,..~11 '< IK .13 17S 2 1 

Note: Date for 1997 are preliminary and may not cover the entire year.
Source: international Monetary Fund, international Finance Statistics: World Bank, Debtor Reporting System.
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